EXHIBIT 4
Notification of Reduced Power Operation and
Request for Special Temporary Authorization
NCE Station WVIA-FM, Scranton, PA
Facility ID: 49436 / FRN: 0003263829

Pursuant to Sections 73.1560(d) and 73.1635 of the FCC’s Rules, Northeastern
Pennsylvania Educational Television Association (“NPETA”), licensee of noncommercial
educational radio Station WVIA-FM, Scranton, Pennsylvania, notifies the FCC of the current
reduced power operation of the station and respectfully requests Special Temporary
Authorization (“STA”) to permit the low power status for a period of six (6) months.
NPETA commenced operation of WVIA-FM at 75 % power on February 19, 2010. The
reduced power operation was necessitated by a catastrophic equipment failure resulting from a
fire that completely destroyed the station’s transmitter building. On Friday, February 12, 2010, a
major electrical fire broke out at the WVIA transmission site at Penobscot Mountain during
maintenance work and destroyed the transmitter building, temporarily forcing WVIA-FM off-air.
In addition, NPETA notifies the Commission that WVIA-FM’s digital radio broadcasting has
been temporarily forced off-air and suspended due to the equipment damage. Although has
NPETA worked to restore analog radio broadcast service over WVIA-FM at a reduced power, it
currently estimates that it may take several weeks, or possibly months, before facility repairs can
be completed as needed to restore WVIA-FM’s full power operation in a temporary structure.
Accordingly, NPETA requests STA for WVIA-FM’s reduced power operation because it
will be necessary to continue the low power status for more than thirty (30) days. A grant of
STA will serve the public interest by allowing NPETA to maintain the station’s existing
noncommercial educational FM operation and programming for listeners in the station’s local
community until it can fully address the facility damage caused by circumstances beyond
NPETA’s control.
NPETA is a noncommercial educational licensee and it operates WVIA-FM on a
noncommercial educational basis. Moreover, NPETA qualifies as a governmental entity. The
licensee is therefore exempt from FCC filing fee requirements, pursuant to Section 1.1114 of the
Commission’s Rules, and the facility is exempt from FCC regulatory fees, pursuant to Section
1.1162 of the Rules.

